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Spin filtering happens due to the discriminative tunneling probabilities for spin-up and spin-down electrons through a magnetic barrier and can result in highly spin polarized tunnel currents. Combining two such barriers in a tunnel junction thus leads to large magnetoresistance without the necessity of magnetic electrodes. We demonstrate the realization of such unconventional tunnel junctions using double EuS spin filter barriers with Al electrodes. The novel nonmonotonic and asymmetric bias behavior in magnetoresistance can be qualitatively modeled in the framework of WKB approximations.
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Magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJ) are of tremendous technological importance and widely applied in modern spintronic devices [1]. Since the first successful demonstration of room temperature (RT) tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) [2], the maximum achieved TMR ratio has experienced a steady increase and recently reached over 500% at RT [3]. There have been various approaches to realize large TMR ratios. In the early generations of MTJs, amorphous tunnel barriers were utilized, and TMR is mostly determined by the spin density of states (DOS) of the two ferromagnetic (FM) electrodes involved and well described in Julliere’s model [4]. A lot of effort has been devoted to constructing highly spin polarized metals (such as half-metals) to serve as the electrodes. Julliere’s simple model has encountered difficulties when epitaxial tunnel barriers are utilized. It was found later on that, when the electron’s Bloch state symmetry is also conserved in the tunneling process (termed the coherent tunneling), even conventional transition metal FM electrodes with ~40% spin polarization at the Fermi level can generate nearly completely spin polarized tunnel current through a symmetry filtering process, leading to giant TMR and effective spin injection [5,6]. Such symmetry filtering is established in certain crystallized tunnel barriers (textured or epitaxial) which preferentially allow electrons with matching Bloch state symmetry to pass more efficiently. Spin filtering (SF), on the other hand, takes an alternative approach [7]: using the unique property of a magnetic tunnel barrier to differentiate electrons’ spins directly, rather than their symmetry. Starting with an unpolarized metallic electrode, spin-up and spin-down electrons passing a SF tunnel barrier are selectively filtered through the tailoring of tunneling probabilities, due to the different tunnel barrier heights for the two spin channels. As a consequence, highly spin polarized current can be generated from a completely unpolarized source electrode [8]. Large magnetoresistance (MR) has been predicted in double SF tunnel junctions [9–11]. In the proposed NM/SF/SF/NM [9,10] and NM/SF/NM/SF/NM [11] types of junctions, both electrodes are unpolarized normal metals (NM), and the MR originates from the spin selective barrier heights when the two SF barriers are toggled between parallel (P) and antiparallel (AP) states. Experimentally, however, only quasi-SF tunnel junctions have been realized to date [12–16], in which a conventional FM counter-electrode still serves as the spin detector. In this letter, we show the first successful demonstration of MR in a double SF barrier tunnel junction, with no FM electrodes involved, purely by tuning the tunneling probabilities. Moreover, we observe a highly unconventional MR bias dependence in these junctions. By applying a numerical model based on Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation, we can qualitatively explain the origin of the pronounced MR peaks in both bias polarities, as well as the dramatic bias and magnitude asymmetry seen in these junctions.

We fabricated the SF tunnel junction structures by thermal evaporation using in situ shadow masks, in a vacuum system with base pressure of $7 \times 10^{-8}$ torr. The whole stack was deposited on glass substrates, with 10 nm thick Al cross bars as the top and bottom electrodes. The effective junction area was $200 \times 200 \; \mu m^2$. The tunnel barrier consisted of two EuS layers magnetically decoupled by a 0.6 nm thick Al$_2$O$_3$ layer, with all barrier layers $e$-beam evaporated. In order to separate the coercive fields of the two EuS layers, the bottom EuS layer was deposited at liquid nitrogen (LN) temperature, whereas the top EuS layer was deposited at RT. SQUID measurement confirmed that these two types of EuS films have different magnetic switching characteristics: LN deposited EuS films are magnetically softer with much sharper hysteretic switching compared to RT deposited films. This difference can be attributed to the variation in the film growth modes, while $T_C$ was not much different between these two types of films. Details on EuS film properties will be described elsewhere. The tunnel junctions were fully submerged in a pumped liquid He bath, at 1 K, during the transport measurement.

When EuS undergoes the paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transition, the ferromagnetic ordering of the Eu 4$f^7$ states causes the conduction band to split into two energy levels,
with the up-spin energy levels lowered by $\Delta_{ex}$ while the down-spin energy levels raised by $\Delta_{ex}$. When it is used as a tunnel barrier, the spin-up and spin-down electrons experience different tunnel barrier heights and their corresponding tunneling probabilities can easily differ by orders of magnitude, due to the exponential dependence on barrier heights. The principle of double SF tunnel junction is illustrated in Fig. 1, top panel: in the P alignment the spin-up electrons experience a much lower average tunneling probability compared to the spin-down electrons or scattering events. To account for the total dc conductance under finite biases, we performed integration over all the available states when the Fermi level of one electrode is raised above that of the other (schematic shown in Fig. 1). Mathematically, the total dc conductance $G$ at bias voltage $V$ is expressed as follows,

$$G \propto \sum_{\sigma} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} N_{1\sigma}(E)N_{2\sigma}(E + eV)T_{\sigma}(E) \times [f(E) - f(E + eV)]dE. \quad (2)$$

Here $f(E)$ is the Fermi distribution function and $N_{1\sigma}, N_{2\sigma}$ are the DOS of the electrodes on the two sides. The summation over $\sigma$ ensures the consideration of the conductance from both spin channels. For simplicity, we have assumed that the Al electrodes have flat DOS throughout the voltage range we are exploring, and that the electric field is distributed homogeneously across the barrier. Because of the large barrier thickness involved, only electrons incident normal to the barrier (i.e., $k_{\parallel} = 0$) were taken into account in this calculation. The MR ratio is now simply $MR = (G_P - G_{AP})/G_{AP}$. We applied the above formula to a realistic system based on EuS/Al$_2$O$_3$/EuS hybrid tunnel barriers. EuS orders ferromagnetically with a bulk Curie temperature ($T_C$) of 16.6 K [18]. The reported tunnel barrier height $\varphi_0$ and the exchange splitting $2\Delta_{ex}$ are 0.8 and 0.36 eV, respectively [18,19]. For the film thicknesses ($\approx 3$ nm) used in our experiments, $T_C$ is around 11 K according to SQUID measurements. This suggests that the average exchange splitting in thin films is smaller than the bulk value. We adopt a value of $2\Delta_{ex} \approx 0.24$ eV in our calculations, based on the assumption that $T_C$ is proportional to $\Delta_{ex}$ [20] and neglecting the variations of $T_C$ in the thickness range we are studying. A barrier height value of 1 eV is assumed for the ultrathin Al$_2$O$_3$ spacer layer in the modeling. We performed most measurement at 1 K, $\ll T_C$. Thus in our calculation we evaluated the conductance at 0 K only, and the integral in Eq. (2) is significantly simplified and becomes a finite integral of $T_\sigma(E)$ from $-eV$ to 0 (as illustrated in Fig. 1, bottom panel inset). For each bias voltage $V$, the double integral was calculated by numerically summing over a mesh with even spacing of 0.001 nm in thickness and $V/1000$ in voltage, respectively.

The result of the calculated MR ratio is plotted in Fig. 1, bottom panel. In these double SF tunnel junctions, the first SF barrier functions as the spin polarizer that generates a highly polarized current, whereas the second SF barrier serves as the spin analyzer whose P and AP magnetic alignment relative to the first SF layer leads to the large conductance differences. Increasing the SF barrier thickness will largely enhance MR, as can be seen from the systematic increase of the zero bias MR in Fig. 1. When the applied voltage exceeds the spin-up barrier height ($\varphi_0 - \Delta_{ex}$), the FN tunneling occurs and increases MR dramati-
cally [10,15], leading to very pronounced MR peaks in both bias voltage polarities. When the Fermi level of the source electrode approximately matches the averaged spin-up barrier height on the analyzer side (Fig. 1, inset) [21], the spin-up electrons possess strongly enhanced tunneling probability due to FN tunneling, while the spin-down electrons only show limited or no FN tunneling. This leads to the maximum difference in the tunneling probability for spin-up and spin-down electrons and hence the maximum MR. Further increase in bias voltage will allow significant FN tunneling of the spin-down electrons, and reduces MR instead.

Different thickness of the two SF barriers is thus responsible for the asymmetric position and magnitude of MR peaks as seen in Fig. 1. When electrons are going from a thicker SF into a thinner SF, less bias voltage is required to establish maximum difference in the FN tunneling. It is also beneficial to use a thick spin polarizer layer coupled with a thin spin analyzer layer in order to achieve a large MR, as can be clearly seen from the asymmetry in the MR peak heights. This is because the spin polarizing power of the first SF layer is exponentially dependent on its thickness, which generates the highly polarized current that dominates the tunneling process. Thus the SF layer thickness and the applied bias polarity allows for the choice of MR peak position as well as its intensity. It is worth pointing out here that the zero bias MR values in our calculation match the previous calculation [9] very closely, pointing out here that the zero bias MR values in our calculation match the previous calculation [9] very closely, indicating the regions below the onset of FN tunneling and is much noisier due to the extremely high impedance. (b) MR loop at 4.2 K (closed circles) and 1 K (open circles) with +1.2 V bias voltages. (c) Normalized junction resistance as a function of temperature, measured in P state under +1.2 V bias voltage.

![FIG. 2 (color online). MR in a SF tunnel junction with (in nm): 10 Al/1.5 EuS/0.6 Al2O3/3 EuS/10 Al. (a) Bias dependence at 4.2 K (closed circles) and 1 K (open circles). Shaded part indicates the regions below the onset of FN tunneling and is much noisier due to the extremely high impedance. (b) MR loop at 4.2 K (closed circles) and 1 K (open circles) with +1.2 V bias voltages. (c) Normalized junction resistance as a function of temperature, measured in P state under +1.2 V bias voltage.](image-url)
of distorting the barriers away from simple trapezoidal shapes. The largest discrepancy between theory and experiment can be found in the difference of the maximum MR values. We observed up to 60% MR, while the theoretical predictions (in an ideal case) are 2 orders of magnitude higher. Choosing a significantly smaller exchange splitting $2\Delta_{ex}$ can lead to comparable results. However, in the thin films we are studying, the measured $T_C$ is around 11 K, meaning that the exchange splitting cannot be too low (a value of 0.04 eV with a $T_C < 2$ K is needed to match the MR number). Instead, several other factors can account for the reduction of the actual MR. The nonperfect interfaces in the real samples could reduce MR significantly. At the tunnel barrier thickness we were dealing with, tunneling electrons can cross the barrier by multistep hopping via trap states, which is not accounted for in our model. With the excess energy involved at high biases, the tunneling electrons can excite various elemental excitations (such as photons, phonons, and magnons) within the barrier, and easily lose their spin orientation, momentum and energy. These processes can reduce the spin filtering efficiency and suppress TMR dramatically. The presence of inelastic tunneling processes also significantly broadens the MR peaks and shifts them towards higher voltages. We would like to point out here that the large tunnel barrier thickness (consisting of triple barriers) and the resultant suppression to single step tunneling, would probably be a universal limiting factor in such SF tunnel junctions for achieving higher TMR.

In summary, we have demonstrated the successful realization of double SF tunnel junctions based on nonmagnetic Al electrodes and EuS SF barriers. The observed MR showed pronounced peaks and significant asymmetry in the bias dependence. We used a simple model based on WKB approximation to numerically calculate the MR bias dependence, and the result showed qualitative agreement with the experiment. The modeling reveals the origin of such asymmetric behavior.
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[21] According to our calculation, at peak MR the Fermi level is roughly aligned in the middle of the tilted spin-up barrier (indicating as a star in Fig. 1 inset), and its exact position depends on the assumed exchange splitting $\Delta_{ex}$. It moves towards lower voltages for smaller $\Delta_{ex}$ and towards higher voltages for larger $\Delta_{ex}$.